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Abstract—In the last decade e-lecturing has become more and more popular. The amount of lecture video data on the World

Wide Web (WWW) is growing rapidly. Therefore, a more efficient method for video retrieval in WWW or within large lecture

video archives is urgently needed. This paper presents an approach for automated video indexing and video search in large

lecture video archives. First of all, we apply automatic video segmentation and key-frame detection to offer a visual guideline

for the video content navigation. Subsequently, we extract textual metadata by applying video Optical Character Recognition

(OCR) technology on key-frames and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) on lecture audio tracks. The OCR and ASR

transcript as well as detected slide text line types are adopted for keyword extraction, by which both video- and segment-level

keywords are extracted for content-based video browsing and search. The performance and the effectiveness of proposed

indexing functionalities is proven by evaluation.

Index Terms—Lecture videos, automatic video indexing, content-based video search, lecture video archives
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1 INTRODUCTION

DIGITAL video has become a popular storage and
exchange medium due to the rapid development in

recording technology, improved video compression tech-
niques and high-speed networks in the last few years.
Therefore audiovisual recordings are used more and
more frequently in e-lecturing systems. A number of uni-
versities and research institutions are taking the opportu-
nity to record their lectures and publish them online for
students to access independent of time and location. As a
result, there has been a huge increase in the amount of
multimedia data on the Web. Therefore, for a user it is
nearly impossible to find desired videos without a search
function within a video archive. Even when the user has
found related video data, it is still difficult most of the
time for him to judge whether a video is useful by only
glancing at the title and other global metadata which are
often brief and high level. Moreover, the requested infor-
mation may be covered in only a few minutes, the user
might thus want to find the piece of information he
requires without viewing the complete video. The prob-
lem becomes how to retrieve the appropriate information
in a large lecture video archive more efficiently. Most of
the video retrieval and video search systems such as You-
Tube, Bing and Vimeo reply based on available textual
metadata such as title, genre, person, and brief descrip-
tion, etc. Generally, this kind of metadata has to be
created by a human to ensure a high quality, but the crea-
tion step is rather time and cost consuming. Furthermore,

the manually provided metadata is typically brief, high
level and subjective. Therefore, beyond the current
approaches, the next generation of video retrieval sys-
tems apply automatically generated metadata by using
video analysis technologies. Much more content-based
metadata can thus be generated which will lead to two
research questions in the e-lecturing context:

� Can those metadata assist the learner in searching
required lecture content more efficiently?

� If so, how can we extract the important metadata
from lecture videos and provide hints to the user?

According to the questions, we postulated the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. The relevant metadata can be automatically gath-
ered from lecture videos by using appropriate analysis techni-
ques. They can help a user to find and to understand lecture
contents more efficiently, and the learning effectiveness can
thus be improved.

Traditional video retrieval based on visual feature extrac-
tion cannot be simply applied to lecture recordings because
of the homogeneous scene composition of lecture videos.
Fig. 1a shows an exemplary lecture video recorded using an
outdated format produced by a single video camera. Vary-
ing factors may lower the quality of this format. For exam-
ple, motion changes of the camera may affect the size, shape
and the brightness of the slide; the slide can be partially
obstructed when the speaker moves in front of the slide;
any changes of camera focus (switching between the
speaker view and the slide view) may also affect the further
slide detection process.

Nowadays people tend to produce lecture videos by
using multi-scenes format (cf. Fig. 1b), by which the speaker
and his presentation are displayed synchronously. This can
be achieved either by displaying a single video of the
speaker and a synchronized slide file, or by applying a state
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of the art lecture recording system such as tele-Teaching Any-
where Solution Kit(tele-TASK).1

Fig. 1b illustrates an example of such a system which
delivers two main parts of the lecture: the main scene of lec-
turers which is recorded by using a video camera and the
second which captures the desktop of the speaker’s com-
puter (his presentations) during the lecture through a frame
grabber tool. The key benefits of the latter one for a lecturer
is the flexibility. For the indexing, no extra synchronization
between video and slide files is required, and we do not
need to take care of the slide format. The main drawback is
that the video analysis methods may introduce errors. Our
research work mainly focus on those lecture videos pro-
duced by using the screen grabbing method. Since two vid-
eos are synchronized automatically during the recording
process. Therefore, the temporal scope of a complete unique
slide can be considered as a lecture segment. This way, seg-
menting two-scenes lecture videos can be achieved by only
processing slide video streams, which contain most of the
visual text metadata. The extracted slide frames can provide
a visual guideline for video content navigation.

Text is a high-level semantic feature which has often
been used for content-based information retrieval. In lecture
videos, texts from lecture slides serve as an outline for the
lecture and are very important for understanding. Therefore
after segmenting a video file into a set of key frames (all
the unique slides with complete contents), the text detection
procedure will be executed on each key frame, and the
extracted text objects will be further used in text recognition
and slide structure analysis processes. Especially, the
extracted structural metadata can enable more flexible video
browsing and video search functions.

Speech is one of the most important carriers of informa-
tion in video lectures. Therefore, it is of distinct advantage
that this information can be applied for automatic lecture
video indexing. Unfortunately, most of the existing lecture
speech recognition systems in the reviewed work cannot
achieve a sufficient recognition result, the Word Error Rates
(WERs) having been reported from [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and
[6] are approximately 40–85 percent. The poor recognition

results not only limit the usability of speech transcript, but
also affect the efficiency of the further indexing process. In
our research, we intended to continuously improve the ASR
result for German lectures by building new speech training
data based on the open-source ASR tool. However, in the
open-source context, it lacks method for generating the Ger-
man phonetic dictionary automatically, which is the one of
the most important part of an ASR software. Therefore, we
developed an automated procedure in order to fill this gap.

A large amount of textual metadata will be created by
using OCR und ASR method, which opens up the content
of lecture videos. To enable a reasonable access for the user,
the representative keywords are further extracted from the
OCR and ASR results. For content-based video search, the
search indices are created from different information
resources, including manual annotations, OCR and ASR
keywords, global metadata, etc. Here the varying recogni-
tion accuracy of different analysis engines might result in
solidity and consistency problems, which have not been
considered in the most related work (cf. Section 2.2). There-
fore, we propose a new method for ranking keywords
extracted from various information resources by using the
extended Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
(TFIDF) score [7]. The ranked keywords from both segment-
and video-level can directly be used for video content
browsing and video search. Furthermore, the video similar-
ity can be calculated by using the Cosine Similarity Measure
[8] based on extracted keywords.

In summary, the major contributions of this paper are the
following:

� We extract metadata from visual as well as audio
resources of lecture videos automatically by apply-
ing appropriate analysis techniques. For evaluation
purposes we developed several automatic indexing
functionalities in a large lecture video portal, which
can guide both visually- and text-oriented users to
navigate within lecture video. We conducted a user
study intended to verify the research hypothesis and
to investigate the usability and the effectiveness of
proposed video indexing features.

� For visual analysis, we propose a new method for
slide video segmentation and apply video OCR to
gather text metadata. Furthermore, lecture outline is
extracted from OCR transcripts by using stroke

Fig. 1. (a) An example of outdated lecture video format.(b) An exemplary lecture video. Video 1 shows the professor giving his lecture, whereas his
presentation is played in video 2.

1. Tele-TASK system was initially designed in 2002 at the university
of Trier. Today, weekly 2000 people (unique visits) around the world
visit the tele-TASK lecture video portal (www.tele-task.de) with more
than 4,800 lectures and 14,000 podcasts free of charge via internet.
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width and geometric information. A more flexible
search function has been developed based on the
structured video text.

� We propose a solution for automatic German pho-
netic dictionary generation, which fills the gap in
open-source ASR domain. The dictionary software
and compiled speech corpus are provided for the
further research use.

� In order to overcome the solidity and consistency
problems of a content-based video search system,
we propose a keyword ranking method for multi-
modal information resources. In order to evaluate
the usability, we implemented this approach in a
large lecture video portal.

� The developed video analysis methods have been
evaluated by using compiled test data sets as well as
opened benchmarks. All compiled test sets are pub-
licly available from our website for the further
research use.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews related work in lecture video retrieval and content-
based video search domain. Section 3 describes our auto-
matic video indexing methods, while the user study is pre-
sented in Section 5. A content-based lecture video search
engine using multimodal information resources is intro-
duced in Section 4. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper
with an outlook on future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Information retrieval in the multimedia-based learning
domain is an active and multidisciplinary research area.
Video texts, spoken language, community tagging, manual
annotations, video actions, or gestures of speakers can act
as the source to open up the content of lectures.

2.1 Lecture Video Retrieval

Wang et al. proposed an approach for lecture video index-
ing based on automated video segmentation and OCR anal-
ysis [9]. The proposed segmentation algorithm in their work
is based on the differential ratio of text and background
regions. Using thresholds they attempt to capture the slide
transition. The final segmentation results are determined by
synchronizing detected slide key-frames and related text
books, where the text similarity between them was calcu-
lated as indicator. Grcar et al. introduced VideoLectures.net
in [10] which is a digital archive for multimedia presenta-
tions. Similar to [9], the authors also apply a synchroniza-
tion process between the recorded lecture video and the
slide file, which has to be provided by presenters. Our sys-
tem contrasts to these two approaches since it directly ana-
lyzes the video, which is thus independent of any hardware
or presentation technology. The constrained slide format
and the synchronization with an external document are not
required. Furthermore, since the animated content evolve-
ment is often applied in the slide, but has not been consid-
ered in [9] and [10], their system might not work robustly
when those effects occur in the lecture video. In [9], the final
segmentation result is strongly dependent on the quality of
the OCR result. It might be less efficient and imply redun-
dancies, when only poor OCR result is obtained.

Tuna et al. presented their approach for lecture video
indexing and search [11]. They segment lecture videos into
key frames by using global frame differencing metrics.
Then standard OCR software is applied for gathering tex-
tual metadata from slide streams, in which they utilize
some image transformation techniques to improve the OCR
result. They developed a new video player, in which the
indexing, search and captioning processes are integrated.
Similar to [9], the used global differencing metrics cannot
give a sufficient segmentation result when animations or
content build-ups are used in the slides. In that case, many
redundant segments will be created. Moreover, the used
image transformations might be still not efficient enough
for recognizing frames with complex content and back-
ground distributions. Making use of text detection and seg-
mentation procedures could achieve much better results
rather than applying image transformations.

Jeong et al. proposed a lecture video segmentation
method using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature
and the adaptive threshold in [12]. In their work SIFT fea-
ture is applied to measure slides with similar content. An
adaptive threshold selection algorithm is used to detect
slide transitions. In their evaluation, this approach achieved
promising results for processing one-scene lecture videos as
illustrated in Fig. 1a.

Recently, collaborative tagging has become a popular
functionality in lecture video portals. Sack and Waitelonis
[13] and Moritz et al. [14] apply tagging data for lecture
video retrieval and video search. Beyond the keyword-
based tagging, Yu et al. proposed an approach to annotate
lecture video resources by using Linked Data. Their frame-
work enables users to semantically annotate videos using
vocabularies defined in the Linked Data cloud. Then those
semantically linked educational resources are further
adopted in the video browsing and video recommendation
procedures. However, the effort and cost needed by the
user annotation-based approach cannot satisfy the require-
ments for processing large amounts of web video data with
a rapid increasing speed. Here, the automatic analysis is no
doubt much more suitable. Nevertheless, using Linked
Data to further automatically annotate the extracted textual
metadata opens a future research direction.

ASR provides speech-to-text information on spoken lan-
guages, which is thus well suited for content-based lecture
video retrieval. The studies described in [5] and [15] are
based on out-of-the-box commercial speech recognition
software. Concerning such commercial software, to achieve
satisfying results for a special working domain an adaption
process is often required, but the custom extension is rarely
possible. The authors of [1] and [6] focus on English speech
recognition for Technology Entertainment and Design (TED)
lecture videos and webcasts. In their system, the training
dictionary is created manually, which is thus hard to be
extended or optimized periodically. Glass et al. proposed a
solution for improving ASR results of English lectures by
collecting new speech data from the rough lecture audio
data [3]. Inspired by their work, we developed an approach
for creating speech data from German lecture videos. Hau-
bold and Kender focus on multi-speaker presentation vid-
eos. In their work speaker changes can be detected by
applying a speech analysis method. A topic phrases
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extraction algorithm from highly imperfect ASR results
(WER � 75 percent) has been proposed by using lecture
course-related sources such as text books and slide files [4].

Overall, most of those lecture speech recognition systems
have low recognition rate, the WERs of audio lectures are
approximately 40-85 percent. The poor recognition results
limit the further indexing efficiency. Therefore, how to con-
tinuously improve ASR accuracy for lecture videos is still
an unsolved problem.

The speaker-gestures-based information retrieval for lec-
ture videos has been studied in [16]. The author equipped
the lecture speaker with special gloves that enable the auto-
matic detection and evaluation of gestures. The experimen-
tal results show that 12 percent of the lecture topic
boundaries were correctly detected using speaker-gestures.
However, those gesture features are highly dependent on
the characteristics of speakers and topics. It might have lim-
ited use in large lecture video archives with massive
amounts of speakers.

2.2 Content-Based Video Search

Several content-based video search engines have been pro-
posed recently. Adcock et al. proposed a lecture webcast
search system [17], in which they applied a slide frame seg-
menter to extract lecture slide images. The system retrieved
more than 37.000 lecture videos from different resources
such as YouTube, Berkeley Webcast, etc. The search indices
are created based on the global metadata obtained from the
video hosting website and texts extracted from slide videos
by using a standard OCR engine. Since they do not apply
text detection and text segmentation process, the OCR rec-
ognition accuracy of their approach is therefore lower than
our system’s. Furthermore, by applying the text detection
process we are able to extract the structured text line such
as title, subtitle, key-point, etc., that enables a more flexible
search function. In the CONTENTUS [18] project, a content-
based semantic multimedia retrieval system has been devel-
oped. After the digitization of media data, several analysis
techniques, e.g., OCR, ASR, video segmentation, automated
speaker recognition, etc., have been applied for metadata
generation. An entity recognition algorithm and an open
knowledge base are used to extract entities from the textual
metadata. As mentioned before, searching through the rec-
ognition results with a degree of confidence, we have to
deal with the solidity and the consistency problem. How-
ever the reviewed content-based video search systems did
not consider this issue.

3 AUTOMATED LECTURE VIDEO INDEXING

In this chapter we will present four analysis processes for
retrieving relevant metadata from the two main parts of
lecture video, namely the visual screen and audio tracks.
From the visual screen we firstly detect the slide transi-
tions and extract each unique slide frame with its tempo-
ral scope considered as the video segment. Then the
video OCR analysis is performed for retrieving textual
metadata from slide frames. Based on OCR results, we
propose a novel solution for lecture outline extraction by
using stroke width and geometric information of
detected text lines. In speech-to-text analysis we applied

the open-source ASR software CMU Sphinx.2 To build
the acoustic and language model, we collected speech
training data from open-source corpora and our lecture
videos. As already mentioned, it lacks method in open-
source context for creating German phonetic dictionary
automatically. We thus developed a solution to fill this
gap and made it available for the further research use.

3.1 Slide Video Segmentation

Video browsing can be achieved by segmenting video into
representative key frames. The selected key frames can pro-
vide a visual guideline for navigation in the lecture video
portal. Moreover, video segmentation and key-frame selec-
tion is also often adopted as a preprocessing for other analy-
sis tasks such as video OCR, visual concept detection, etc.

Choosing a sufficient segmentation method is based on
the definition of “video segment” and usually depends on
the genre of the video. In the lecture video domain, the
video sequence of an individual lecture topic or subtopic is
often considered as a video segment. This can be roughly
determined by analyzing the temporal scope of lecture
slides. Many approaches (as, e.g., [17], [11]) make use of
global pixel-level-differencing metrics for capturing slide tran-
sitions. A drawback of this kind of approach is that the salt
and pepper noise of video signal can affect the segmentation
accuracy. After observing the content of lecture slides, we
realize that the major content as, e.g., text lines, figures,
tables, etc., can be considered as Connected Components
(CCs). We therefore propose to use CC instead of pixel as
the basis element for the differencing analysis. We call it
component-level-differencing metric. This way we are able to
control the valid size of the CC, so that the salt and pepper
noise can be rejected from the differencing process. For cre-
ating CCs from binary images, we apply the algorithm
according to [19] which demonstrated an excellent perfor-
mance advantage. Another benefit of our segmentation
method is its robustness to animated content progressive
build-ups used within lecture slides. Only the most com-
plete unique slides are captured as video segments. Those
effects affect the most lecture video segmentation methods
mentioned in chapter 2.

Our segmentation method consists of two steps (cf.
Fig. 3):

� In the first step, the entire slide video is analyzed. We
try to capture every knowledge change between
adjacent frames, for which we established an analy-
sis interval of three seconds by taking both accuracy
and efficiency into account. This means that seg-
ments with a duration smaller than three seconds
may be discarded in our system. Since there are very
few topic segments shorter than three seconds, this
setting is therefore not critical. Then we create canny
edge maps for adjacent frames and build the pixel
differential image from the edge maps. The CC anal-
ysis is subsequently performed on this differential
image and the number of CCs is then used as a
threshold for the segmentation. A new segment is
captured if the number exceeds Ts1. Here we

2. http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/.
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establish a relatively small Ts1 to ensure that each
newly emerging knowledge point will be captured.
Obviously, the first segmentation step is sensitive to
animations and progressive build-ups. The result is
thus too redundant for video indexing. Hence, the
process continues with the second segmentation step
based on the frames in the first step.

� In the second segmentation step the real slide transi-
tions will be captured. The title and content region of
a slide frame is first defined. We established the con-
tent distribution of commonly used slide styles by
analyzing a large amount of lecture videos in our
database. Let Rt and Rc denote the title and content
region which account for 23 and 70 percent of the
entire frame height respectively. In Rt we apply CC-
based differencing as described above with a small
threshold value of 1 for capturing the slide transi-
tions. Here any small changes within the title region
may cause a slide transition. For instance, two slides
often differ from each other in a single chapter num-
ber. If there is no difference found in Rt, then we try
to detect the first and the last bounding box object
in Rc vertically and perform the CC-based differenc-
ing within the object regions of two adjacent frames

(cf. Fig. 2). In case that the difference value of both
object regions between adjacent frames exceed the
threshold Ts2, a slide transition is then captured. For
detecting the content progressive build-up horizon-
tally, the process could be repeated in a similar man-
ner. In our experiment, Ts1 ¼ 20 and Ts2 ¼ 5 have
proven to serve best for our training data. Exact set-
ting of these parameters is not critical.

� Since the proposed method is designed for segment-
ing slide videos, it might be not suitable when videos
with varying genres have been embedded in the
slides and are played during the presentation. To
solve this problem we have extended the original
algorithm by using a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier and image intensity histogram features. We
use the Radial Basis Function (RBF) as kernel. In order
to make a comparison, we also applied the Histogram
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature [20] in the experi-
ment. We adapted the HOG feature with eight gradi-
ent directions, whereas the local region size was set
to 64� 64. Moreover, in using this approach our
video segmentation method is also suitable for proc-
essing such one-screen lecture videos with a frequent
switch between slide- and speaker-scene.

3.1.1 Experimental Result

To evaluate our slide-video segmentation method, we have
compiled a lecture video test data set, which consist of 20
randomly selected videos from different speakers with vari-
ous layouts and font styles. Each unique slide with complete
contents is regarded as a correct match. The overall number
of detected segments is 860, of which 816 are correct. The
achieved segmentation recall and precision are 98 and
95 percent for the test data set, respectively. Since this exper-
iment is designed to evaluate the slide segmentation algo-
rithm, videos with various genres embedded within the
slides are not considered. The detailed evaluation result as
well as the url for each test video can be found at [21].

To evaluate the slide-image classifier, 2,597 slide frames
and 5,224 non-slide frames have been collected in total for

Fig. 2. We detect the first and the last object line in Rc vertically and perform the CC differencing metric on those line sequences from adjacent
frames. In frame (a) and (b), a same text line (top) can be found; whereas in frame (b) and (c), the CC-based differences of both text lines exceed the
threshold Ts2. A slide transition is thus found between frame (b) and (c).

Fig. 3. Lecture video segmentation workflow. Step 1: adjacent frames
are compared with each other by applying the CC analysis on their differ-
ential edge maps. Step 2: slide transitions are captured by performing
title and content region analysis.
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the training. All slide frames are collected from our lecture
video database. To create a non-slide frame set with varying
image genres, we have collected additional 3,000 images
from flickr.3 Moreover, about 2,000 non-slide video frames
have been collected from the lecture video database. The
test set consists of 240 slide frames and 233 non-slide
frames, which differ from the training set.

In the classifier training the SVM-parameters were deter-
mined by using the grid-search function. To calculate the
image intensity histogram, 256 histogram bins were initially
created corresponding to the 256 image grayscale values.
Then the normalized histogram values were applied to train
the SVM classifier. We have evaluated the normalization
factor (cf. Fig. 5), which has proven to serve best when set to
1,000.4

The comparison results of two features are illustrated in
Table 1. Both features achieved a good recall rate for recog-
nizing slide frames. However, compared with the HOG fea-
ture the intensity histogram feature showed a considerable
improvement in precision and F1 measure.

3.2 Video OCR for Lecture Videos

Texts in the lecture slides are closely related to the lecture
content, can thus provide important information for the
retrieval task. In our framework, we developed a novel
video OCR system for gathering video text.

For text detection, we developed a new localization-
verification scheme. In the detection stage, an edge-based
multi-scale text detector is used to quickly localize candi-
date text regions with a low rejection rate. For the subse-
quent text area verification, an image entropy-based
adaptive refinement algorithm not only serves to reject false
positives that expose low edge density, but also further
splits the most text- and non-text-regions into separate
blocks. Then Stroke Width Transform (SWT) [22]-based verifi-
cation procedures are applied to remove the non-text
blocks. Since the SWT verifier is not able to correctly iden-
tify special non-text patterns such as sphere, window-
blocks, garden fence, we adopted an additional SVM classi-
fier to sort out these non-text patterns in order to further
improve the detection accuracy. For text segmentation and
recognition, we developed a novel binarization approach,
in which we utilize image skeleton and edge maps to

identify the text pixels. The proposed method consists of
three main steps: text gradient direction analysis, seed pixel
selection, and seed-region growing. After the seed-region
growing process, the video text images are converted into a
suitable format for standard OCR engines. The subsequent
spell-checking process will further sort out incorrect words
from the recognition results. Our video OCR system has
been evaluated by applying several test data sets. Especially
by using the online evaluation of the opened benchmark
ICDAR 2011 competition test sets for born-digital images
[23], our text detection method achieved the second place,
and our text binarization and word recognition method
achieved the first place in the corresponding ranking list on
their website (last check 08/2013). An in-depth discussion
of the developed video OCR approach and the detailed
evaluation results can be found in [24]. By applying the
open-source print OCR engine tesseract-ocr,5 we achieved
recognition of 92 percent of all characters and 85 percent of
all words correctly for lecture video images. The compiled
test data set including 180 lecture video frames and respec-
tive manual annotations is available at [21]. Figs. 4a and 4b
demonstrate some exemplary text detection and binariza-
tion results of our methods.

3.3 Slide Structure Analysis

Generally, in the lecture slide the content of title, subtitle
and key point have more significance than the normal slide
text, as they summarize each slide. Due to this fact, we clas-
sify the type of text lines recognized from slide frames by
using geometrical information and stroke width feature.
The benefits of the structure analysis method can be sum-
marized as follows:

� The lecture outline can be extracted using classified
text lines, it can provide a fast overview of a lecture
video and each outline item with the time stamp can
in turn be adopted for video browsing (e.g., Fig. 7).
The usability of the outline feature has been evalu-
ated by a user study provided in chapter 5.

� The structure of text lines can reflect their different
significance. This information is valuable for a
search/indexing engine. Similar to web search
engines which make use of the explicitly pre-defined
HTML structure (HTML-tags) for calculating the
weight of texts in web pages, our method further

Fig. 4. (a) Exemplary text detection results (b) Text binarization results.

3. www.flickr.com.
4. The norm-function normalizes the histogram bins, by which the

sum of the bins is scaled to equal the factor. 5. https://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr.
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opens up the video content and enables the search
engine to give more accurate and flexible search
results based on the structured video text.

The process begins with a title line identification proce-
dure. A text line will be considered as a candidate title line
when it localizes in the upper third part of the frame, it has
more than three characters, it is one of three highest text
lines and has the uppermost vertical position. Then the cor-
responding text line objects will be labeled as the title
objects and we repeat the process on the remaining text
objects in the same manner. The further detected title lines
must have a similar height (the tolerance is up to 10px) and
stroke width value (the tolerance is up to 5px) as the first
one. For our purposes, we allow up to three title lines to be
detected for each slide frame. All non-title text line objects
are further classified into three classes: content text, key-point
and footline. The classification is based on the height and the
average stroke width of the text line object, which is
described as follows:

key-point if st > smean ^ ht > hmean

footline if st < smean ^ ht < hmean ^ y ¼ ymax

content text otherwise;

where smean and hmean denote the average stroke width and
the average text line height of a slide frame, and ymax

denotes the maximum vertical position of a text line object
(starts from the top-left corner of the image).

To further extract the lecture outline, we firstly apply a
spell checker to sort out text line objects which do not satisfy
the following conditions:

� a valid text line object must have more than three
characters,

� a valid text line object must contain at least one
noun,

� the textual character count of a valid text line object
must be more than 50 percent of the entire string
length.

The remaining objects will be labeled as the outline
object. Subsequently, we merge all title lines within the
same slide according to their position. Other text line objects
from this slide will be considered as the subitem of the title
line. Then we merge text line objects from adjacent frames
with the similar title content (with 90 percent content over-
lap). The similarity is measured by calculating the amount
of same characters and same words. After a merging pro-
cess all duplicated text lines will be removed. Finally, the
lecture outline is created by assigning all valid outline
objects into a consecutive structure according to their
occurrences.

3.3.1 Experimental Result

We evaluated the lecture outline extraction method by
selecting 180 segmented unique slide frames from the test
videos used in chapter 3.1.1. In our experiment, both outline
type classification accuracy and word recognition accuracy
were considered. Therefore, the accuracy of outline extrac-
tion is based on the OCR recognition result. We have
defined the recall and precision metric as follows:

Recall ¼ number of correctly retrieved outline words

number of all outline words in ground truth

Precision ¼ number of correctly retrieved outline words

number of retrieved outline words
:

Table 2 shows the evaluation results for the title and key-
point extraction, respectively.

Although the extraction rate of key-point still has a certain
improvement space, the extracted titles are already well
suited for the automatic video indexing. Furthermore, the
outline extraction accuracy can be further improved by pro-
viding better OCR results.

Fig. 5. Evaluation results of the normalization factor of the image inten-
sity histogram feature.

TABLE 1
Feature Comparison Result

Fig. 6. Workflow for extending our speech corpus.
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3.4 ASR for German Lecture Videos

In addition to video OCR, ASR can provide speech-to-text
information from lecture videos, which offers the chance to
improve the quantity of automatically generated metadata
dramatically. However, as mentioned, most lecture speech
recognition systems cannot achieve a sufficient recognition
rate. A model-adaption process is often required. Further-
more, in the open-source context, it lacks method for gener-
ating the German phonetic dictionary automatically.
Therefore, we developed a solution intended to fill this gap.
We decided to build acoustic models for our special use
case by applying the CMU Sphinx Toolkit6 and the German
Speech Corpus by Voxforge7 as a baseline. Unlike other
approaches that collect speech data by applying dictation in
a quiet environment, we gathered hours of speech data
from real lecture videos and created corresponding tran-
scripts. This way the real teaching environment can be
involved in the training process. For the language model
training we applied the collected text corpora from German
daily news corpus (radio programs, 1996-2000), Wort-
schatz-Leipzig8 and the audio transcripts of the collected
speech corpora.

Fig. 6 depicts the workflow for creating the speech train-
ing data. First of all, the recorded audio file is segmented
into smaller pieces and improper segments are sorted out.
For each remaining segment the spoken text is transcribed
manually, and added to the transcript file automatically. As
an intermediate step, a list of all used words in the tran-
script file is created. In order to obtain the phonetic dictio-
nary, the pronunciation of each word has to be represented
phonetically.

A recorded lecture audio stream yields approximately
90 minutes of speech data, which is far too long to be proc-
essed by the ASR trainer or the speech decoder at once.
Shorter speech segments are thus required. Manually col-
lecting appropriate speech segments and transcripts is
rather time consuming and costly. There are a number of
steps to be performed to acquire high quality input data for
a ASR trainer tool. Our current approach is to fully auto-
mate segmentation (Fig. 6(2)) and partly automate selection
(Fig. 6(3)) without suffering from quality drawbacks like
dropped word endings. The fundamental steps can be

described as follows: we first compute the absolute values
of input samples to get a loudness curve, which is then
downsampled (e.g., by factor 100). Then a blur filter (e.g.,
radius ¼ 3) is applied to eliminate outliers and a loudness
threshold determines which areas are considered quiet.
Non-quiet areas with a specified maximum length (5 seconds
has proven to serve best for our training data) will serve as
a potential speech utterance. Finally, we retrieve speech
utterances from the original audio stream and save them
into files.

From the experiments we have learned that all speech
segments used for the acoustic model training must meet
certain quality requirements. Experience has shown that
approximately 50 percent of the generated audio segments
have to be sorted out due to one of the following reasons:

� the segment contains acoustical noise created by
objects and humans in the environment around the
speaker, e.g., doors closing, chairs moving, students
talking,

� the lecturer mispronounces some words, so that they
are completely invalid from an objective point of
view,

� the speaker’s language is clear, but the segmentation
algorithm cuts off parts of a spoken word so that it
becomes invalid.

Therefore, the classification of audio segments in good or
bad quality is not yet solvable automatically, as the term
“good quality” is very subjective and strongly depends on
one’s personal perception. Nevertheless, the proposed seg-
mentation method can perform a preselection that speeds
up the manual transcription process significantly. The
experimental results show that the WER decreased by about
19 percent, when adding 7.2 hours of speech data from our
lecture videos to the training set (cf. Table 3).

3.4.1 Creation of the German Phonetic Dictionary

The phonetic dictionary is an essential part of every ASR
software. For each word that appears in the transcripts, it

TABLE 2
Evaluation Results of Lecture Outline Extraction

Fig. 7. Video browsing using extracted titles and key-points from OCR transcripts, where the highlighted key-points with Bold font style were
extracted by using their stroke width feature.

6. cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/.
7. www.voxforge.org/.
8. corpora.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/download.html.
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defines one or more phonetic representations. As our
speech corpus is growing continuously, the extension and
maintenance of the dictionary becomes a common task. An
automatic generator is highly desired. Unfortunately it lacks
such a tool in the open-source context. Therefore, we have
built a phonetics generator by using a customized phonetic
alphabet, which contains 45 phonemes used in German pro-
nunciation. We provide this tool and the compiled speech
training data for the further research use.

The generation algorithm operates on three layers: On
word level, we have defined a so-called exemption dictionary
which contains foreign words in particular and whose pro-
nunciation does not follow German rules, e.g., byte,
ph€anomen. First of all, a check is made as to whether the
input word can be found in the exemption dictionary. If this is
the case, the phonetic representation is completely read from
this dictionary and no further steps have to be performed.
Otherwise, we scale down to syllable level by applying an
extern hyphenation algorithm.9

On syllable level, we examine the result of the hyphenation
algorithm, as, e.g., com-pu-ter for the input word com-

puter. For many single syllables (and also pairs of sylla-
bles), the syllable mapping describes the corresponding
phonetic representation, as, e.g., au f for the German prefix
auf and n i: d er for the disyllabic German prefix nieder.
If there is such a representation for our input syllable, then it
is added to the phonetic result immediately. Otherwise, we
have to split the syllable further into its characters and pro-
ceed on character level.

On character level, a set of German pronunciation rules are
applied to determine how the current single character is
pronounced, including character type (consonant or vowel),
neighboring characters, relative position inside the contain-
ing syllable, absolute position inside the whole word, etc.,
First and foremost, a heuristic checks if the current and the
next 1–2 characters can be pronounced natively. If this is not
the case, or the word is only one character long, the charac-
ters are pronounced as if they were spelled letter by letter,
as, e.g., the abbreviations abc (for alphabet) and ZDF (a Ger-
man TV channel). In the next step, we determine the charac-
ter type (consonant or vowel) in order to apply the correct
pronunciation rules. The conditions of each of these rules
are verified, until one is true or all conditions are verified
and proven to be false. If the latter is the case, the standard
pronunciation is applied, which assumes closed vowels.

An evaluation with 20,000 words from transcripts shows
that 98.1 percent of all input words were processed correctly
without any manual amendment. The 1.9 percent incorrect
words mostly have an English pronunciation. They are cor-
rected manually and added to the exemption dictionary
subsequently.

Besides the striking advantage of saving a lot of time and
effort needed for dictionary maintenance, Table 4 shows
that our automatically created dictionary does not result in
worse WER compared with the Voxforge dictionary. The
used speech corpus for the evaluation is a smaller version
of the German Voxforge Corpus which contains 4.5 hours of
audio data from 13 different speakers. It is directly available
from the Voxforge website including a ready-to-use dictio-
nary. Replacing this dictionary with our automatically gen-
erated one results in a slightly better recognition result.

4 VIDEO CONTENT BROWSING AND VIDEO SEARCH

In this chapter we will demonstrate several video content
browsing features and discuss our video search method in a
large lecture video portal.

4.1 Browsing with Lecture Keyframes and Extracted
Lecture Outline

Fig. 8 shows the visualization of slide key frames in our lec-
ture video portal. The segments are visualized in the form
of a timeline within the video player. This feature is
intended to give a fast hint for navigation. If the user wants
to read the slide content clearly, a slide gallery has been pro-
vided underneath the video player. By clicking on the
thumbnails or on the timeline-units, the video will navigate
to the begin of the segment.

Fig. 7 demonstrates an exemplary lecture outline (struc-
ture), where the title “Race Conditions (4/4)”, and the
highlighted key-points “FTP Server”, “Race Conditions
with Interrupts” with Bold font style have been successfully
detected by using their geometric information and the
stroke width feature respectively. By clicking on the outline
items the video will jump to the corresponding time posi-
tion. Furthermore, the user can use the standard text search
function of a web browser to search through the outline
content.

4.2 Keyword Extraction and Video Search

The lecture content-based metadata can be gathered by
using OCR and ASR tools. However the recognition results

TABLE 3
Current Progress of Our Acoustic Model Training

The WER results have been measured through a random set of 708 test
segments from seven lecturers.

TABLE 4
Comparison Result with the Voxforge Dictionary

Fig. 8. Visualization of segmented lecture slides in video player.9. http://swolter.sdf1.org/software/libhyphenate.html.
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of automatic analysis engines are often error prone and a
large amount of irrelevant words are also generated. There-
fore we extract keywords from the raw recognition results.
Keywords can summarize a document and are widely used
for information retrieval in digital libraries. In this work,
only nouns and numbers are considered as keyword candi-
date. The top n words from them will be regarded as key-
word. Segment-level as well as video-level keywords are
extracted from different information resources such as OCR
and ASR transcripts respectively. For extracting segment-
level keywords, we consider each individual lecture video
as a document corpus and each video segment as a single
document, whereas for obtaining video-level keywords, all
lecture videos in the database are processed, and each video
is considered as a single document.

To extract segment-level keywords, we first arrange each
ASR and OCR word to an appropriate video segment
according to the time stamp. Then we extract nouns from
the transcripts by using the stanford part-of-speech tagger
[25] and a stemming algorithm is subsequently utilized to
capture nouns with variant forms. To remove the spelling
mistakes resulted by the OCR engine, we perform a dictio-
nary-based filtering process.

We calculate the weighting factor for each remaining
keyword by extending the standard TFIDF score [26]. In
general, the TFIDF algorithm calculates keywords only
according to their statistical frequencies. It cannot represent
the location information of keywords, that might be impor-
tant for ranking keywords extracted from web pages or lec-
ture slides. Therefore, we defined a new formula for
calculating TFIDF score, as shown by Eq. (1):

tfidfseg�internalðkwÞ

¼ 1

N

 
tfidfocr � 1

ntype

Xntype
i¼1

wi þ tfidfasr � wasr

!
;

(1)

where kw is the current keyword, tfidfocr and tfidfasr
denote its TFIDF score computed from OCR and ASR
resource respectively, w is the weighting factor for various

resources, ntype denotes the number of various OCR text line
types. N is the number of available information resources,
in which the current keyword can be found, namely the cor-
responding TFIDF score does not equal 0.

Since OCR text lines are classified into four types in our
system (cf. Chapter 3.3), we can calculate the correspond-
ing weighting factor for each type and for each informa-
tion resource by using their confidence score. Eq. (2)
depicts the formula

wi ¼ m

si
ði ¼ 1 . . .nÞ; (2)

where the parameter m is set to equal 1 in our system, and s

can be calculated by using the corresponding recognition
accuracy of the analysis engine, as shown by Eq. (3)

si ¼ 1�Accuracyi ði ¼ 1 . . .nÞ: (3)

Fig. 9 demonstrates the web GUI of the segment-level key-
word browsing and search function in our lecture video
portal. The scatter chart diagram has been used for visu-
alizing the keywords, as shown in Fig. 9(1), in which the
horizontal axis of the scatter chart represents the video
time, the red and light-blue plots represent the keywords
extracted from ASR and OCR results, respectively.
Underneath the chart a timeline serves for representing
the linear-structure of the video (Fig. 9(3)), whereas the
weight information of the actual keyword for correspond-
ing segments is indicated by another colored timeline
(Fig. 9(2)), where stronger color gradients refer to higher
keyword weight of the corresponding segment. The user
can zoom in/zoom out to the appropriate segment inter-
val by clicking on the colored timeline-unit or via mouse
selection in the diagram area. When mouse-hovering on
the gray timeline, the recommended keywords are dis-
played for each segment (Fig. 9(4)). By clicking on the
keyword its appearance will be highlighted in the scatter
chart. The user can further click on the plot-point in the
chart, the video will then navigate to the position where
the word has been spoken or appears in the slide.

Fig. 9. Segment-level keyword browsing and keyword search function in our lecture video portal.
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As already mentioned, to build a content-based video
search engine by using multimodal information resources,
we have to deal with solidity and consistency problems.
Those information resources might be generated either by a
human or by an analysis engine. For the latter case, different
analysis engines may have various confidence scores.
Therefore, during the ranking process we should consider
both the statistical feature of the keywords and their confi-
dence scores. We have thus defined a formula for comput-
ing the video-level TFIDF score, as shown by Eq. (4)

tfidfvid�levelðkwÞ ¼ 1

N

Xn
i¼1

tfidfi � wi; (4)

where tfidfi and wi denote the TFIDF score and the corre-
sponding weighting factor for each information resource. N
is the number of available information resources, in which
the current keyword can be found.

In our case, video search indices can be built from three
information resources currently, including manually cre-
ated global video metadata (lecturer name, course descrip-
tion, etc.), ASR and OCR words. As described in Eq. (1), the
OCR text lines were in turn classified into several types, and
the formula extended as

tfidfvid�levelðkwÞ ¼ tfidfg � wg

þ 1

N

 
tfidfocr � 1

ntype

Xntype
i¼1

wi þ tfidfasr � wasr

!
;

(5)

where tfidfg and wg denote the TFIDF score and the weight-
ing factor for global video metadata.

The ranked video-level keywords are used for the con-
tent-based video search in our lecture video portal. Fig. 10
shows some exemplary search results, in which segmented
lecture slides, search hits and keyword weights are addi-
tionally provided to the user when hovering on the corre-
sponding timeline-unit. Clicking on the unit the video
segment will be played by a pop-up player.

The video similarity can further be computed by using
a vector space model and the cosine similarity measure.
Table 5 shows an exemplary keyword-video matrix Akw�v,
its columns and rows correspond to video and keyword
indices respectively. The value of each matrix element is

the calculated tfidfvid�level score of the keyword kwi in the
video vj.

Let us assume that each column of A denotes a vector dj
which corresponds to a video vj. Here, the dimension of dj
is the number of selected keywords. Let q denote the query
vector which corresponds to another video, the similarity
between two videos can then be calculated by using cosine
similarity measure according to Eq. (6)

simðdj; qÞ ¼
Pm

i¼1ðaijqiÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPm
i¼1ðaijÞ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPm
i¼1ðqiÞ2

q : (6)

Furthermore, the TFIDF score for the inter-video segment
comparison can be derived by combining tfidfseg�internal

and tfidfvid�level. Using this score we are able to implement
a segment-based lecture fragment search/recommendation
system.

5 INITIAL USER STUDY

We have evaluated the proposed indexing features in the
form of a user study intended to verify the research hypoth-
esis 1 with the following derived questions:

� Which video indexing tools are helpful for finding a
specific lecture topic within a lecture video, and

� howquickly andhowaccurately can this be achieved?

� Can learning effectiveness be improved by using
video indexing tools in a lecture video portal?

The involved indexing tools in this evaluation include
automatically extracted slides, that are provided in a time-
line format, lecture outline extracted from the slides
enhanced with direct links into the video as well as the key-
word browsing/search functionality.

Fig. 10. Content-based video search in the lecture video portal.

TABLE 5
Keyword-Video Matrix A
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Twelve single participants were recruited for the user
study. They were bachelor or first semester master students
at our institute in the field of “IT Systems Engineering”. In
order to fulfill the goal, two tasks have been conducted:

� Task 1 search for the temporal scope of a specific lec-
ture topic within a 1 hour lecture video by using one
of the following setups:

- video with a seekable player
- key-frames and video
- lecture outline and video
- keywords and video
- all available indexing tools and video

� Task 2 was to watch a complete topic segment of
10 minutes. One time the participants were allowed
to use all of the indexing tools on the video and for
the second video they were only allowed to use the
video player without additional tools. After watch-
ing a video the students had to take a short exam so
we could measure learning effectiveness.

After a preliminary introduction, each student had
1 hour time to fulfill the requested tasks. We applied a
within-subject-design for the experiment intended to com-
pare the outcomes in speed and accuracy of various setups.
Therefore, each participant was asked to perform all tasks.
For each of the setups we prepared different videos. All the
videos were chosen carefully with similarity in complexity
of the topic and findability of the required information in
mind. The videos are part of computer science studies and
they were made in the subjects’ native language. We ran-
domly selected the order of the tasks and used a counterbal-
anced order to assign videos to each setup. This was
intended to prevent the subjects from becoming tired and
their learning being thereby effected over time.

All participants had never worked with the video index-
ing tools before the user study. But even though the tools

were new to them, every single subject was able to use them
to their advantage after a small introduction. We found that
the requested information was found faster and more accu-
rate than searching without the video indexing tools when-
ever the students used key-frames, lecture outline or all of
the available features (cf. Fig. 11 and Table 6). The only tool
showing a slower processing speed were the keywords. In
our understanding this is caused by the necessity to scroll
the website down from the video player to the keywords
GUI. Nevertheless, it achieved the best accuracy results as
shown in Table 6.

In the second task, we prepared three multiple choice
and a free-text question for each test video. The total score
for one video is around 12 points. We designed three meth-
ods for the result scoring:

� W1—for multiple choice question, +1 for each correct
answer, �2 for each incorrect/missed answer; +2 for
each correct point in free-text answer.

� W2—for multiple choice question, +1 for each correct
answer, �1 for each incorrect answer, 0 for missed
answers; +2 for each correct point in free-text
answer.

� Normalized W2—since the maximal number of cor-
rect answers for the multiple choice questions is dif-
ferent for each test video, we thus additionally built
the normalized result of W2.

Fig. 12 shows that learning effectiveness can be improved
measurably by using video indexing tools, where the mean
and standard deviation of scoring results are depicted in
Table 7. Almost all the participants have used the keyframe
and outline feature in this task for reviewing knowledge
points, while the keyword feature was rarely used during
the watching process. The results of the post-test-question-
naire indicate that all participants would like to see the
indexing tools be used in lecture video archives.

Fig. 11. Processing speed evaluation results of task 1. The bar chart
depicts the mean processing time and standard deviation of each setup.

TABLE 6
Processing Accuracy Evaluation Results of Task 1

Fig. 12. Results of the learning effectiveness evaluation (task 2), where
the bar chart presents the accumulated score for each setup of the
exam.

TABLE 7
Mean and Standard Deviation Results of Task 2
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The preliminary results of the user study can provide a
trend which corroborates the hypothesis 1. The results are
not statistically significant though and need a higher num-
ber of test persons to ensure reliability.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an approach for content-based
lecture video indexing and retrieval in large lecture video
archives. In order to verify the research hypothesis we
apply visual as well as audio resource of lecture videos for
extracting content-based metadata automatically. Several
novel indexing features have been developed in a large lec-
ture video portal by using those metadata and a user study
has been conducted.

As the future work, the usability and utility study for the
video search function in our lecture video portal will be con-
ducted. Automated annotation for OCR and ASR results
using Linked Open Data resources offers the opportunity to
enhance the amount of linked educational resources signifi-
cantly. Therefore more efficient search and recommendation
method could be developed in lecture video archives.
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